About this Reference Guide...

The Anglers Resource Shop Reference for Grips and Reel Seats features 81 handle configurations available from the products currently stocked by Anglers Resource. This is the first image based source for how finished grips will appear when you choose to use them on various projects. Suggested layouts are actual photos of handles. Cork, reel seats, arbors and even winding checks are shown in position. Included with each image are part numbers and a complete order list for any chosen configuration.

The Manual provides a one stop source to guide customers through the often confusing task of selecting all the pieces in a handle system that may at times include up to 10 separate components. By asking specific questions and allowing customers to “shop” the manual, builders can be sure that what the customer sees is what he will get and hobbyists can know in advance how their projects will look when complete.

We hope you enjoy this tool and look forward to providing an ever expanding source for information about our products. If you have any further questions, please email them to info@anglersresource or call us at 251-943-4491
SK2 CASTING Reel Seat / Grip Configurations

The following configurations show all combinations currently available for the SK2 Casting Seat. All components are noted in the "ORDER LIST". Append 16 or 17 at the end of each stock number to designate size: Ex: SKPSN16

NOTE: Winding check AWC is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold; WCS is available in Black, Gold and Silver.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485SE = EVA

IMPORTANT NOTE: NSA Arbors should be shortened approximately 1/8 inch to accept WCS winding checks in casting and spinning bodies.

SK2 CASTING HANDLE WITH SPLIT GRIP AND GRAPHITE/ NYLON HOOD & LOCKING NUT

ORDER LIST
1 ea... SKTS16 (or 17)
1 ea... RGSK1617RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea... BGK485RC or BGS65RC ( =E=EVA)
2 ea... AWC Red,Blue,Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
3 ea... IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black). WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES: Trigger Body, Downlocking Hood with Graphite/Nylon Nut, Threaded Barrel and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS or AWC winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

REF# RSK01

SK2 CASTING HANDLE WITH SPLIT GRIP AND TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD

ORDER LIST
1 ea... SKTPSM16 (or 17)
1 ea... RGSK1617RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea... BGK485RC or BGS65RC ( E=EVA)
2 ea... AWC Red,Blue,Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
3 ea... IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black). WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES: Trigger Body, Downlocking Hood with Traditional Metal Hood, Threaded Barrel and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS or AWC winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

REF# RSK02

SK2 CASTING HANDLE WITH SPLIT GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD FOREGRIP & GRAPHITE HOOD

ORDER LIST
1 ea... KSKTS16 (or 17)
1 ea... RGSK1617RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea... BGK485RC or BGS65RC (E=EVA)
1 ea... BGKS16RC or 17RC (or E=EVA)
2 ea... AWC Red,Blue,Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea... IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black). WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES: Trigger Body, Downlocking Hidden Thread Hood, Threaded Barrel and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS or AWC winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

REF# RSK03

Quoted Lengths are for CORK (EVA) only, not cork and seat components combined.
Questions visit our website at Anglersresource.net, email: info@anglersresource.net
SK2 CASTING Reel Seat / Grip Configurations (continued)

**SK2 CASTING HANDLE WITH SPLIT GRIP, UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP & GRAPHITE HOOD & NUT**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. _SKTS16_ (or 17)
1 ea. _RGSK1617RC_ (or E=EVA)
1 ea. _BGK485RC_ or _BGS65RC_ (or E=EVA)
1 ea. _FGS2RC_ (or E=EVA)
3 ea._ AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea. _IG_ (gold), _S_ (silver), No Letter (black). _WCS_16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

**ORDER KIT SKTS16 or 17**
- _RGSK1617RC_
- _AWC_
- _BGK485RC_ or _BGS65RC_ (Extended)

**REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES:** Trigger Body, Downlocking Graphite/Nylon Hood & Nut, Threaded Barrel and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS or AWC winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

**SK2 CASTING HANDLE WITH SPLIT GRIP, UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP & TRADITIONAL HOOD**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. _SKTPSM16_ (or 17)
1 ea. _RGSK1617RC_ (or E=EVA)
1 ea. _BGK485RC_ or _BGS65RC_ (or E=EVA)
1 ea. _FGS2RC_ (or E=EVA)
3 ea. _AWC_ Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea. _IG_ (gold), _S_ (silver), No Letter (black). _WCS_16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

**ORDER KIT SKTPSM16 or 17**
- _RGSK1617RC_
- _AWC_
- _BGK485RC_ or _BGS65RC_ (Extended)

**REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES:** Trigger Body, Downlocking Traditional Metal Hood, Threaded Barrel and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS or AWC winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

**SK2 CASTING HANDLE WITH SPLIT GRIP AND “KDPS” HIDDEN THEAD FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. _SKTS16/B_ (or 17)
1 ea. _RGSK1617RC_ (or E=EVA)
1 ea. _BGK485RC_ or _BGS65RC_ (or E=EVA)
1 ea. _KDPS16ASH_ (or 17)
1 ea. _SKSPSN16_ (or 17)
1 ea. _FGK25(or 27)RC_ (or E=EVA)
3 ea._ NSA16_ (or 17)
3 ea._ AWC_ Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea. _IG_ (gold), _S_ (silver), No Letter (black). _WCS_16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

**ORDER KIT SKTS16 or 17/B**
- _RGSK1617RC_
- _AWC_
- _BGK485RC_ or _BGS65RC_ (Extended)

**THIS IS NOT A KIT:** Order all pieces shown in the order list at left.

KDPS is a tubed hood with matching cork sleeve. Positioned properly it can completely cover threaded barrels on many handle designs.
SK2 CASTING Reel Seat / Grip Configurations (continued)

SK2 CASTING HANDLE WITH SPLIT GRIP AND “HPS” HIDDEN THEAD FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1ea.. SKTS16/B (or 17)
1ea... RGSK1617RC (or E=EVA)
1ea...BGK485RC or BGS55RC (or E=EVA)
1ea... HPS16N (or 17)
1ea... SKPSN16 (or 17)
1ea...FGH25(27)C (or E=EVA)
3ea... NSA16 (or 17)
2ea... AWC Red,Blue,Silver or Gold
(order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 0.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2ea... IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter
(order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

FGH25C (size 16)
FGH27C (size 17)
HPS16 or 17N
SKTS16 or 17/B
SKPSN16 or 17
WCS
NSA16 (or 17)
RGSK1617RC

HPS Hidden Thread Hoods can be used any time it is desirable to cover threads on any handle design. The unique design of the HPS allows it to tighten and hold the reel foot at any point along the full circumference of the hood. There is no "pocket" to accept the reel foot. 100% graphite/nylon construction makes this seat totally corrosion proof and one of the lightest reel seat components in Fujis line.

THIS IS NOT A KIT: Order all pieces shown in the order list at left.

HPS Hidden Thread Hood uses a tubed seat design with matching cork sleeve. Threaded Barrel is "hidden" in tube when tighten on the reel foot.

BGKSR is a shorter SK2 butt cap suitable for light and ultralight layouts using size 16 SK2 seats. It can be used in any configuration above but should be selected only for rod blanks under 1/2-inch in butt diameter. Also available in EVA, BKGSE

IMPORTANT DIMENSIONS FOR BUILDING CUSTOM CORK OR EVA FOR SK2 CASTING SEATS

For size 16 KSKTS

Tenon length should be between 2 and 6 mm

(A)15mm

Handle length and profile of any design

For size 17 KSKTS dimension “A” = 20mm, “B” = 17
SK2: UPLOCKING Spinning Seat / Grip Configurations

The following configurations show all combinations currently available for the SK2 Spinning Seat. All components are noted in the "ORDER LIST." Append 16 or 17 at the end of each stock number to designate size: Ex: SKSS16

NOTE: Winding check AWC is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold; WCS is available in Black, Gold and Silver.

NOTE: The letter "C" at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute "E" for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD NO FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. SKSS16 (or 17)
1 ea. BGSK16 or 17RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGSS65RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
3 ea. IG (gold), $ (silver), No Letter (black), WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 - Gold with 13mm I.D.

ORDER KIT SKSS16 or 17

BGK16 or 17RC or BGSS65RC (Extended)

REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES: Spinning Body, Unlocking Hidden Thread Hood and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

REF# RSK08

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD (HPS) WITH NO FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. SKSS16/B or 17/B
1 ea. HPS16N or 17N
1 ea. SKSPSN16 or 17
1 ea. FGH25C (16) or 27C (17) cork only
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGSS65RC (or E=EVA)
3 ea. NSA16 or 17
1 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
3 ea. IG (gold), $ (silver), No Letter (black), WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 - Gold with 13mm I.D.

ORDER KIT SKSS16/B or 17/B

SKSPSN16 or 17

FGH25C (16) or FGK27C (17)

FGH25C (16) or FGK27C (17)

NFPS16ASH or 17 RC or BGSS65RC (Extended)

THIS IS NOT A KIT: Order all parts in the ORDER LIST at left

REF# RSK09

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD (KDPS) WITH NO FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. SKSS16/B or 17/B
1 ea. KDPS16ASH or 17
1 ea. SKSPSN16 or 17
1 ea. FGH25C (16) or 27C (17) cork only
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGSS65RC (E=EVA)
3 ea. NSA16 or 17
1 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
3 ea. IG (gold), $ (silver), No Letter (black), WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 - Gold with 13mm I.D.

ORDER KIT SKSS16/B or 17/B

SKSPSN16 or 17

KDP16ASH or 17

FGK25C (16) or FGK27C (17)

KDP16ASH or 17

KDP16BASH or 17

KDP16GBASH (or 17)

BDPS16ASH or 17 RC or BGS65RC (Extended)

THIS IS NOT A KIT: Order all parts in the ORDER LIST at left

REF# RSK10
SK2: UPLOCKING Spinning Seat / Grip Configurations

The following configurations show combinations currently available for the SK2 Spinning Seat. All components are noted in the “ORDER LIST”. Appen 16 or 17 at the end of each stock number to designate size: Ex: SKPSN16

NOTE: Winding check AWC is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold; WCS is available in Black, Gold and Silver.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

---

**SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD WITH “NUBBIN” FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea... SKS16 (or 17)
1 ea... BGSK1617RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea... BGSK485RC or BGS65RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea... NKC16 or 17RC (or E=EVA)
2 ea... AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12S = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea... IG (gold), S (silver). No Letter (black). WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

---

**SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD (HPS) WITH “NUBBIN” FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea... SKS16/B or 17/B
1 ea... HPS16N or 17N
1 ea... SKPSN16 or 17
1 ea... FGH25C (16) or 27C (17)
1 ea... BGSK485RC or BGS65RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea... NKC16RC or 17RC (or E=EVA)
3 ea... NSA16 or 17
2 ea... AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12S = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea... IG (gold), S (silver). No Letter (black). WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

---

**SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD (KDPS) WITH “NUBBIN” FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea... SKS16/B or 17/B
1 ea... KDPS16ASH or 17
1 ea... SKPSN16 or 17
1 ea... BGSK485RC or BGS65RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea... FGH25C (16) or 27C (17)
1 ea... NKC16RC or 17RC
3 ea... NSA16 or 17
2 ea... AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12S = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea... IG (gold), S (silver). No Letter (black). WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 = Gold with 13mm I.D.

---

**REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES:** Spinning Body, Unlocking Hidden Thread Hood and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

**REF# RSK11**

**REF# RSK12**

**REF# RSK13**
SK2: UPLOCKING Spinning Seat / Grip Configurations

The following configurations show combinations currently available for the SK2 Spinning Seat. All components are noted in the “ORDER LIST”. Append 16 or 17 at the end of each stock number to designate size: Ex: SKSSP516

NOTE: Winding check AWC is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold; WCS is available in Black, Gold and Silver.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD WITH UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. SKSS16 (or 17) 1 ea. SKG16 or 17RC 1 ea. FGS2RC 2 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.

REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES: Spinning Body, Uplocking Hidden Thread Hood and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

REF# RSK14

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD (HPS) WITH UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. SKSS16/B or 17/B 1 ea. HPS16N or 17N 1 ea. SKSPS16 or 17 1 ea. FGH25C (16 or 17) 1 ea. FGS2RC 1ea. BGK485RC (or E=EVA)

THIS IS NOT A KIT: Order all parts in the ORDER LIST at left

REF# RSK15

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP HIDDEN THREAD (KDPS) WITH UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. SKSS16/B or 17/B 1 ea. KDPS16ASH or 17N 1 ea. SKSPS16 or 17 1ea. BGK485RC (or E=EVA) 1ea. FGH25C (16 or 17) 1 ea. FGS2RC 2 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.

KDP5 is a tubed hood with matching cork sleeve. Positioned properly it can completely cover threaded barrels on many handle designs.

THIS IS NOT A KIT: Order all parts in the ORDER LIST at left

Quoted Lengths are for CORK (EVA) only, not cork and seat components combined.

Questions visit our website at Anglersresource.net, email: info@anglersresource.net

REF# RSK16
SK2: DOWNLOCKING Spinning Seat with Graphite Hood/Nut Grip Configurations

The following configurations show all combinations currently available for the SK2 Spinning Seat. All components are noted in the “ORDER LIST”. Append 16 or 17 at the end of each stock number to designate size: Ex: SKSS16

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

---

**SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING GRAPHITE HOOD/NUT NO FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea. SKSS16 (or 17)
1 ea. RGSK6016RC or 6517RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (or E=EVA)
2 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
3 ea. IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black).

**ORDER KIT SKSS16 or 17**

**SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING GRAPHITE HOOD/NUT, “NUBBIN” FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea. SKSS16 (or 17)
1 ea. RGSK6016RC or 6517RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea. NKC16RC OR 17RC (or E=EVA)
3 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea. IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black).

**ORDER KIT SKSS16 or 17**

**SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING GRAPHITE HOOD/NUT, UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea. SKSS16 (or 17)
1 ea. RGSK6016RC or 6517RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (or E=EVA)
1 ea. FGS2RC (or E=EVA)
3 ea. AWC Red, Blue, Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea. IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black).

**ORDER KIT SKSS16 or 17**
SK2: DOWNLOCKING Spinning Seat with Traditional Metal Hood Grip Configurations

The following configurations show all metal hood combinations currently available for the SK2 Spinning Seat. All components are noted in the "ORDER LIST".

Append 16 or 17 at the end of each stock number to designate size: Ex: SKSPSM16

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver.

NOTE: The letter "C" at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute "E" for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

ORDER LIST

1 ea. SKPSM16 (or 17)
1 ea. RGK6016RC or RGK6517RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC
2 ea. AWC Red,Blue,Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
3 ea. IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black), WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 -Gold with 13mm I.D.

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD, "NUBBIN" FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST

1 ea. SKPSM16 (or 17)
1 ea. RGK6016RC or RGK6517RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC
1 ea. NKC16RC or 17RC
3 ea. AWC Red,Blue,Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea. IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black), WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 -Gold with 13mm I.D.

SK2 SPINNING SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD, UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST

1 ea. SKPSM16 (or 17)
1 ea. RGK6016RC or RGK6517RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC
1 ea. FGS2RC
3 ea. AWC Red,Blue,Silver or Gold (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm) EX: AWC12.5B = Blue with 12.5mm I.D.
2 ea. IG (gold), S (silver), No Letter (black), WCS16 (or 17) (order I.D. equal to diameter of blank in half mm increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm) EX: IGWCS13 -Gold with 13mm I.D.

REEL SEAT KIT INCLUDES: Spinning Body, Uplocking Hidden Thread Hood and arbors for both pieces. Does NOT include WCS winding checks, specified cork or EVA.

REFERENCES: RSK20, RSK21, RSK22
**VSS Spinning Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Spinning Seat with Traditional Metal Hood & Solid Grip Configurations**

The following configurations show all metal hood combinations currently available for the VSS Spinning Seat. All components are noted in the “ORDER LIST”. Append 16 or 17 at the end of each stock number to designate size: Ex: SKSPSN16

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver. NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

---

**VSS SOLID GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD NO FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea. VSSM(D)16 (or 17)
1 ea. BGV16 or 17C (or E=EVA)
1 ea. FBC2 (16) or RBC1620(16)

1720(17)
2 ea. NSA16 or 17

No winding check is available for this particular configuration.

---

**VSS SOLID GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD WITH UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea. VSSM(D)16 (or 17)
1 ea. BGV16 or 17C (or E=EVA)
1 ea. FBC2 (16) or RBC1620(16) or 1720(17)

2 ea. NSA16 or 17

---

**VSS SOLID GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD WITH “NUBBIN” FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**

1 ea. VSSM(D)16 (or 17)
1 ea. BGV16 or 17C (or E=EVA)
1 ea. NKC16RC or 17RC
1 ea. FBC2(16) or RBC1620(16) or 1720(17)

2 ea. NSA16 or 17

---

All of the above configurations will accept Fuji’s new graphite/nylon nut and hood. SOLD SEPARATELY. Order Part SKSS16 (or 17)/ASH.
VSS Spinning Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Spinning Seat with Traditional Metal Hood & Split Grip Configurations

The following configurations show split grip configurations for VSS reel Seats
NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue, and Gold in half mm ID increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold, and Silver in half mm ID increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm.
NOTE: The letter “C” or “RC” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

**VSS SIZE 16 SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD NO FOREGRIP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER LIST</th>
<th>REF# RSK26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ea...VSSM(D)16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ea...FGV16RC or 17RC (or E=EVA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ea...BGK485RC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ea...NSA16 or 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ea...AWC (see NOTE above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ea...WCS (see note above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VSS SIZE 16 SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD WITH UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER LIST</th>
<th>REF# RSK27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADD 1 ea...FGS2RC Foregrip and 1 ea AWC winding check to above ORDER LIST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VSS SIZE 17 SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD WITH NO FOREGRIP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER LIST</th>
<th>REF# RSK28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ea...VSSM(D)17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ea...BGS17RC (or E=EVA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ea...BGS65RC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ea...AWC (see NOTE above)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ea...NSA17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VSS SIZE 17 SPLIT GRIP DOWNLOCKING METAL HOOD WITH UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER LIST</th>
<th>REF# RSK29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADD 1 ea...FGS2RC Foregrip and 1 ea AWC winding check to above ORDER LIST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the above configurations will accept Fuji’s new “Nubbin” Foregrip. Order in size 16 or 17.

**HOOD COLOR LIST FOR ABOVE CONFIGURATIONS**

VSSM16 = Frosted Hood
VSSM16G = Gunsmoke Hood
VSSM16B = Black Hood
VSSD16G = Gold Deluxe Hood
VSSD16 = Silver Deluxe Hood

All of the above configurations will accept Fuji’s graphite/nylon nut and hood. SOLD SEPARATELY. Order Part SKS516 (or 17)/ASH
VSS Spinning Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Spinning Seat with HIDDEN THREADS. Solid & Split Grip

The following configurations show hidden thread configurations for VSS reel seats.

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold in half mm ID increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver in half mm ID increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

VSS SOLID GRIP “KDPS” HIDDEN THREAD WITH TRADITIONAL HOOD

ORDER LIST
1 ea... VSSM(D)16 or 17
1 ea... KDPS16 or 17 (+hood color)
1 ea... FGK25RC (16) or 27RC (17)
1 ea... BGK16 or 17
2 ea... NSA16 or 17
1 ea... FBC2(16) or RBC1620(16) or 1720(17)

FGK25RC (16) FBC2(16) or RBC1620(16) or 1720(17)
VSSM16 (STANDARD)
BGV16 OR 17

Lgth = 2.5-in (16); 2.5-in (17)
Dia = 26mm (16); 28mm (17)
Dia = 9-inches
Dia = size 16 approx 25mm size 17 approx 27mm

REF# RSK30

KDPS16ASH(or 17) = Frosted Hood • KDPS16ASH(or 17) = Black Hood • KDPS16GBASH (or 17) = Gunsmoke Hood

VSS SOLID GRIP HPS “HIDDEN” THREAD WITH GRAPHITE/NYLON FULL RADIUS LOCKING HOOD

ORDER LIST
1 ea... VSSM(D)16 or 17
1 ea... HPS16 or 17
1 ea... FGH25C (16) or 27C (17)
1 ea... BGK16 or 17
2 ea... NSA16 or 17
1 ea... FBC2(16) or RBC1620(16) or 1720(17)

FGH25C (16) FGH27C (17)
VSSM16 (STANDARD)
BGV16 OR 17

Lgth = 2.5-in (16); 2.5-in (17)
Dia = 28mm (16); 30mm (17)
Dia = 9-inches
Dia = size 16 approx 25mm size 17 approx 27mm

REF# RSK31

VSS SPLIT GRIP “KDPS” HIDDEN THREAD WITH TRADITIONAL HOOD 16 OR 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea... VSSM(D)16 or 17
1 ea... KDPS16 or 17 (+hood color)
1 ea... FGK25RC (16) or 27RC (17)
1 ea... BGV16RC or 17RC
1 ea... BGK485RC (16) OR BGS65RC (17)
2 ea... NSA16 or 17
2 ea... AWC of proper size

FGK25RC (16) FGK27RC (17)
VSSM17 (STANDARD)
BGK485RC (16) OR BGS65RC (17) (shown)

Lgth = 2.25-in (16); 2.5-in (17)
Dia = 26mm (16); 28mm (17)
Lgth = 4.25-inches
Dia = approx 27mm

REF# RSK29

VSS SPLIT GRIP HPS “HIDDEN” THREAD HOOD 16 OR 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea... VSSM(D)16 or 17
1 ea... HPS16 or 17
1 ea... FGH25C (16) or 27C (17)
1 ea... BGV16OR 17RC
1 ea... BGK485RC (16) OR BGS65RC (17)
2 ea... NSA16 or 17
2 ea... AWC of proper size

FGH25C (16) FGH27C (17)
VSSM17 (STANDARD)
BGK485RC (16) OR BGS65RC (17) (shown)

Lgth = 2.5-in (16); 2.5-in (17)
Dia = 28mm (16); 30mm (17)
Lgth = 4.25-inches
Dia = approx 27mm

REF# RSK32
NPS Spinning Reel Seats: UPLOCKING Low Profile Spinning

NPS is a low profile seat that is primarily an unlocking seat due to the narrow fore grip portion. We suggest a thread or epoxy ramp or custom winding check for these seats. Available in sizes 16, 18 and 20.

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold in half mm ID increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver in half mm ID increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm.

NOTE: The letter "C" at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute "E" for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

### NPS Split Grip with Traditional Metal Hood, Size 16, 18 or 20

**ORDER LIST**

1ea. DNPSM (or DNPSSD) size 16, 18 or 20
1ea. FGK25RC
1ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC
2ea. NSA16 18 or 20

DNPSM16 = Frosted Hood  •  DNPSM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  DNPSM16B = Black Hood  •  DNPSSD = Deluxe Silver  •  DNPSDGD = Deluxe Gold

### NPS Split Grip with KDPS Hidden Thread Hood, Size 16 Only

**ORDER LIST**

1ea. DNPSM (or DNPSSD) size 16
1ea. KDPS16ASH
1ea. FGK25RC (16)
1ea. BGK485RC
2ea. NSA16
1ea. AWC

KDPS16ASH = Frosted Hood  •  KDPS16ASHGB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  KDPS16ASHB = Black Hood

### NPS Split Grip with KSKSS16ASH Hidden Thread Graphite Hood, Size 16 Only

**ORDER LIST**

1ea. DNPSM (or DNPSSD) size 16
1ea. KSKSS16ASH
1ea. BGK485RC
2ea. NSA16
1ea. AWC

### NPS Split Grip HPS “Hidden” Thread with Graphite/Nylon Full Radius Locking Hood, 16 Only

**ORDER LIST**

1ea. DNPSM (or DNPSSD) size 16
1ea. HPS16
1ea. FGK25RC (16)
1ea. BGK485RC
2ea. NSA16
1ea. AWC
DPS Spinning Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Spinning

DPS is an extremely versatile, usually downlocking seat, perfect for custom turned handles. Available in sizes 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, and 26. Our cork/EVA selection will not be sufficient for sizes above 20 DPS seats.

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold in half mm ID increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver in half mm ID increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

DPS GRIP WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP, SIZE 16, 17, 18 or 20

DPS GRIP WITH HPS HIDDEN THREAD HOOD AND FOREGRIP, SIZE 16 or 17

DPS GRIP WITH KDPS HIDDEN THREAD TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND FOREGRIP, SIZE 16 or 17

ORDER LIST

1ea...DPSM (or DPSSD) size 16, 18 or 20 / 1 ea...FGS25C / 1 ea...BGD95C / 1 ea...RBC1720 / 1 ea...AWC / 2 ea...NSA16 or 17

DPSM16 = Frosted Hood  •  DPSM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  DPSM16B = Black Hood  •  DPSSD16G = Gold Hood (Deluxe Only)  •  DPSSD16 = Deluxe Silver

ORDER LIST

1ea...DPSM (or DPSSD) size 16 or 17 / 1 ea...HPS16 or 17 / 1 ea...FGH25C or 27C / 1 ea...BGD95C / 1 ea...RBC1720 / 2 ea...NSA16 or 17

DPSM16 = Frosted Hood  •  DPSM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  DPSM16B = Black Hood  •  DPSSD16G = Gold Hood (Deluxe Only)  •  DPSSD16 = Deluxe Silver

ORDER LIST

1ea...DPSM (or DPSSD) size 16 or 17 / 1 ea...KDPS16 or 17 / 1 ea...FGK25RC or 27RC / 1 ea...BGD95C / 1 ea...RBC1720 / 2 ea...NSA16 or 17

DPSM16 = Frosted Hood (with KDPS16ASH)  •  DPSM16GB (with KDPS16GBASH) = Gunsmoke Hood  •  DPSM16B (with KDPS16BASH) = Black Hood
ACSM Casting Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Solid Grip

ACSM is an extremely versatile, downlocking casting seat, built for direct blank contact by the angler for added sensitivity. Available in sizes 16 and 17, for proper fit, order the model that matches the diameter of your blank at the point where the reel seat will be positioned. Sizes range from 9.5 mm to 15 mm.

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold in half mm ID increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver in half mm ID increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm. See catalog for color and size indication.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA plastic)

1. Diameter sizes: 9.5mm to 15.5mm
2. AWC with ID increments from 6.0mm to 16.5mm
3. ECS with ID increments from 7.0mm to 16.0mm

ACSM SOLID GRIP WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND NO FOREGRIP 16 or 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ACSM size 16 or 17
1 ea. BGA9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720

ACSM SOLID GRIP WITH GRAPHITE/NYLON HOOD AND NO FOREGRIP 16 or 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ACSM16B or 17B
1 ea. SKS16(17)/ASH
1 ea. BGA9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720

ACSM SOLID GRIP WITH HIDDEN THREAD GRAPHITE/NYLON HOOD AND FOREGRIP 16 or 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ACSM16B or 17B
1 ea. KSKS16(17)/ASH
1 ea. BGA9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720

ACSM SOLID GRIP WITH KDPS HOOD AND FOREGRIP 16 or 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ACSM16B or 17B
1 ea. KDPS16(17)
1 ea. BGA9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720

ACSM SOLID GRIP WITH HPS HOOD AND FOREGRIP 16 or 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ACSM16B or 17B
1 ea. FGH25C or 27C
1 ea. BGA9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720

Note: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver in half mm ID increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm. See catalog for color and size indication.
ACSM Casting Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Split Grip

ACSM is an extremely versatile, downlocking casting seat, built for direct blank contact by the angler for added sensitivity. Available in sizes 16 and 17, for proper fit, order the model that matches the diameter of your blank at the point where the reel seat will be positioned. Sizes range from 9.5 mm to 15 mm.

NOTE: Winding check AWC (Anodized Aluminum) is available in Silver, Red, Blue and Gold in half mm ID increments from 6.0 to 16.5mm; WCS (metallized plastic) is available in Black, Gold and Silver in half mm ID increments from 7.0 to 16.0mm.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

NOTE: ECSM SEATS USE NO ARBORS AND MUST BE SIZED TO THE BLANK DIAMETER. PLEASE REFER TO PAGE 49 OF OUR CATALOG FOR SIZING INFORMATION.

---

**ACSM SPLIT GRIP WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND NO FOREGRIP 16 or 17**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea...ACSM size 16 or 17
1 ea...BGA95RC
1 ea...BGK485RC or BGKS65RC (extended)
2 ea...AWC

Add Universal Foregrip FGS25C or FGS2RC with rubberized cork

ACSM16 = Frosted Hood • ACSM16B = Gunsmoke Hood • ACSM16B = Black Hood

**REF# RSK45**

---

**ACSM SPLIT GRIP WITH GRAPHITE/NYLON HOOD AND NO FOREGRIP 16 or 17**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea...ACSM size 16 or 17
1 ea...SKSS16(or 17)/ASH
1 ea...BGA95RC
1 ea...BGK485RC or BGKS65RC (extended)
2 ea...AWC

Add Universal Foregrip FGS25C or FGS2RC with rubberized cork

**REF# RSK46**

---

**ACSM SPLIT GRIP WITH GRAPHITE/NYLON HIDDEN THREAD HOOD 16 or 17**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea...ACSM size 16 or 17
1 ea...SKSS16(or 17)/ASH
1 ea...BGK485RC or BGKS65RC (extended)
2 ea...AWC

**REF# RSK47**

---

**ACSM SPLIT GRIP WITH HIDDEN THREAD KDPS 16 or 17**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea...ACSM size 16 or 17
1 ea...KDDS16(or 17)
1 ea...FGK25RC(or 27RC)
1 ea...BGA95RC
1 ea...BGK485RC or BGKS65RC (extended)
2 ea...AWC

KDDS16/17ASH = Frosted Hood • KDDS16/17GBASH = Gunsmoke Hood • KDDS16/17BASH = Black Hood

**REF# RSK48**

---

**ACSM SPLIT GRIP WITH HIDDEN THREAD HPS 16 or 17**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea...ACSM size 16 or 17
1 ea...HPS16(or 17)
1 ea...FGH25C(or 27C)
1 ea...BGA95RC
1 ea...BGK485RC or BGKS65RC (extended)
2 ea...AWC

**REF# RSK49**
TCSM (TCSSD Deluxe) Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Solid Grip Casting

TCSM is a smooth profile, downlocking casting seat, available in sizes 16, 17, 18. An excellent choice for Medium Heavy and Heavy Power casting rods. NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
2 ea... NSA16, 17 or 18

TCSM SEAT WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND SOLID GRIP, NO FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... SKS16(OR 17)/ASH
2 ea... NSA16, 17 or 18

TCSM SEAT GRAPHITE/NYLON NUT AND HOOD, NO FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... FGS25C or FGS2RRC
2 ea... NSA16, 17 or 18
1 ea... AWC

TCSM SEAT WITH UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... FGS25C or FGS2RRC
2 ea... NSA16, 17 or 18
1 ea... AWC

TCSM SEAT WITH HIDDEN THREAD KSKS/ASH FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... KSKS16 or 17/ASH
1 ea... BGAKS16 or 17C
2 ea... NSA16, 17

TCSM SEAT WITH HIDDEN THREAD KDPS FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... KDPS16(OR 17)ASH
1 ea... FGS25C or 27C
2 ea... NSA16, 17

TCSM SEAT WITH HIDDEN THREAD HPS FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... HPS16(OR 17)N
1 ea... FGS25C or 27C
2 ea... NSA16, 17

TCSM seat graphite/nylon nut and hood, no foregrip

1 ea... TCSM16, 17, 18 STANDA

TCSM16 = Frosted Hood • TCSSD16G = Gold Hood (Deluxe Only) • TCM1GB = Gunsmoke Hood • TCM1B = Black Hood

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17, 18
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... SKS16(OR 17)/ASH
2 ea... NSA16, 17

TCSM seat graphite/nylon nut and hood, no foregrip

1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
2 ea... NSA16, 17

TCSM seat with hidden thread KSKS/ASH foregrip

1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... KSKS16 or 17/ASH
1 ea... BGK16 or 17C
2 ea... NSA16, 17

TCSM seat with hidden thread KDPS foregrip

1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... KDPS16(OR 17)ASH
1 ea... FGS25C or 27C
2 ea... NSA16, 17

TCSM seat with hidden thread HPS foregrip

1 ea... TCSM (or TCSSD) size 16, 17
1 ea... BGAC9 or 11C
1 ea... RBC1720
1 ea... HPS16(OR 17)N
1 ea... FGS25C or 27C
2 ea... NSA16, 17

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM16, 17, 18 STANDA

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM16, 17, 18 STANDA

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM16, 17, 18 STANDA

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM16, 17, 18 STANDA

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM16, 17, 18 STANDA

ORDER LIST
1 ea... TCSM16, 17, 18 STANDA
TCSM (TCSSD Deluxe) Reel Seats: DOWNLOCKING Split Grip Casting

TCSM is a smooth profile, downlocking casting seat, available in sizes 16, 17, 18. An excellent choice for Medium Heavy and Heavy Power casting rods.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

ORDER LIST

TCM16, 17, 18 (STANDARD)
TCSSD16, 17, 18 (DELUXE)

TCSM16/B, 17/B (STANDARD)
TCSSD16/B, 17/B (DELUXE)

ADD TO ORDER LIST

WCS
SKSS16(OR 17)/ASH
BGKS16(OR 17)RC

ADD TO ORDER LIST

FGK25RC OR FGK27RC
FGK27RC (SIZE 17)

ADD TO ORDER LIST

FGH25C OR FGS2RC
FGS2RC with rubberized cork

ADD TO ORDER LIST

HPS16(OR 17)N
FGH25C (SIZE 16)

ADD TO ORDER LIST

KDPS16ASH = Frosted Hood  •  TCSSD16G = Gold Hood (Deluxe Seat only)  •  TCSM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  TCSM16B = Black Hood  •  TCSSD = Deluxe Silver

TCSM SEAT WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND SPLIT GRIP, NO FOREGRIP

TCSM SEAT WITH GRAPHTIE/ NYLON NUT AND HOOD, SPLIT GRIP NO FOREGRIP. 16, 17 ONLY

TCSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP AND UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

TCSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND KSOKS/ASH FOREGRIP. 16, 17 ONLY

TCSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND KDPS FOREGRIP. 16, 17 ONLY

TCSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND HPS FOREGRIP. 16, 17 ONLY

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. BGK485RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
2 ea. NSA16, 17, 18
2 ea. AWC

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. SKSS16 OR 17/ASH
1 ea. BGK95RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
1 ea. FGK25RC OR FGK27RC
2 ea. NSA16, 17, 18
2 ea. AWC

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. BGK95RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
3 ea. AWC
1 ea. FGK25RC OR FGK27RC
2 ea. NSA16, 17, 18
2 ea. AWC

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. KSOKS16 OR 17/ASH
1 ea. BGK516RC OR 17RC
1 ea. BGK95RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
2 ea. AWC

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. KPS16 OR 17ASH
1 ea. FGK25RC OR 27RC
1 ea. BGK95RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
2 ea. AWC
2 ea. NSA16 or 17

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. HPS16 OR 17N
1 ea. FGK25C OR 27C
1 ea. BGK35RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
2 ea. AWC
2 ea. NSA16 or 17

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. HPS16 OR 17N
1 ea. FGK25C OR 27C
1 ea. BGK35RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
2 ea. AWC
2 ea. NSA16 or 17

ORDER LIST

1 ea. TCSM (or TCSSD)
size 16, 17, 18
1 ea. HPS16 OR 17N
1 ea. FGK25C OR 27C
1 ea. BGK35RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or 65RC
2 ea. AWC
2 ea. NSA16 or 17
ECSTM Reel Seats: BLANK EXPOSED DOWNLOCKING Solid Grip Casting

ECSTM is an smooth pro/ile, downlocking casting seat, available in sizes 16, 17, 18. An excellent choice for Medium Heavy and Heavy Power casting rods. NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGC485E = EVA. NOTE: ECSTM SEATS USE NO ARBORS AND MUST BE SIZED TO THE BLANK DIAMETER. PLEASE REFER TO PAGE 49 OF OUR CATALOG FOR SIZING INFORMATION

ECSTM SEAT WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND SOLID GRIP, NO FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ECSTM size 16, 17
1 ea. BAG9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720
1 ea. WCS 16 or 17

Size 16 and 17 will accept WCS winding check.

ECSTM16 = Frosted Hood  •  ECSTM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  ECSTM16B = Black Hood

ECSTM SEAT GRAPHTHE/NYLON NUT AND HOOD, SOLID GRIP NO FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ECSTM16 OR 17
1 ea. SKSS16 OR 17/ASH
1 ea. BAG9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720
1 ea. WCS 16 or 17

Size 16 and 17 will accept WCS winding check.

ECSTM16 = Frosted Hood  •  ECSTM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  ECSTM16B = Black Hood

ECSTM SEAT WITH SOLID GRIP AND UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ECSTM16 OR 17
1 ea. BAG9C or 11C
1 ea. FGS25C OR FGS2RC
1 ea. RBC1720
1 ea. AWC

Add Universal Foregrip FGS25C or FGS2RC with rubberized cork

ECSTM16 = Frosted Hood  •  ECSTM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  ECSTM16B = Black Hood

ECSTM SEAT WITH SOLID GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND KSKSS/ASH FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ECSTM16 OR 17
1 ea. SKSS16 OR 17/ASH
1 ea. BGKS16RC OR 17RC
1 ea. BAG95RC
1 ea. RBC1720

BGKS16(OR 17)/RC  •  KSKSS16(OR 17)/ASH

ECSTM16 = Frosted Hood  •  ECSTM16GB = Gunsmoke Hood  •  ECSTM16B = Black Hood

ECSTM SEAT WITH SOLID GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND KDPS FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ECSTM16 OR 17
1 ea. KDPS16 OR 17ASH
1 ea. FGS25C OR 27C
1 ea. BAG9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720

KDPS16(OR 17)ASH

KDPS16ASH = Frosted Hood  •  KDPS16GBASH = Gunsmoke Hood  •  KDPS16BASH = Black Hood

ECSTM SEAT WITH SOLID GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND HPS FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea. ECSTM16 OR 17
1 ea. HPS16 OR 17N
1 ea. FGH25C OR 27C
1 ea. BAG9C or 11C
1 ea. RBC1720

HPS16(OR 17)N

HPS16(OR 17)N
ECSM Reel Seats: BLANK EXPOSED DOWNLOCKING Split Grip Casting

ECSM is a smooth profile, blank exposed, downlocking casting seat, available in sizes 16 or 17. An excellent choice for Medium Heavy and Heavy Power casting rods.

NOTE: The letter “C” at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute “E” for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK48SE = EVA

NOTE: ECSM SEATS USE NO ARBORS AND MUST BE SIZED TO THE BLANK DIAMETER. PLEASE REFER TO PAGE 49 OF OUR CATALOG FOR SIZING INFORMATION

---

**ECSM SEAT WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND SPLIT GRIP, NO FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. ECSM 16 OR 17
1 ea. BGA95RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC
2 ea. WCS 16 or 17

**ECSM 16 = Frosted Hood • ECSM16 GB = Gunsmoke Hood • ECSM16 B = Black Hood**

---

**ECSM SEAT GRAPHITE/NYLON NUT AND HOOD, SPLIT GRIP NO FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. ECSM 16 OR 17
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (Extended)
1 ea. SKSS16 OR 17/ASH
1 ea. BGA95RC
2 ea. WCS 16 or 17

---

**ECSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP AND UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. ECSM 16 OR 17
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (Extended)
1 ea. AWC
2 ea. AWC
1 ea. FGS25C OR 2RC

---

**ECSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND KSKSS/ASH FOREGRIP Z**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. ECSM 16 OR 17
1 ea. KSKSS16 OR 17/ASH
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (Extended)
1 ea. BGA95RC
2 ea. AWC
1 ea. KGK25C OR 2RC

---

**ECSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND KDPS FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. ECSM 16 OR 17
1 ea. KDPS16 OR 17ASH
1 ea. FGS25C OR 27RC
1 ea. BGA95RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (Extended)
2 ea. AWC

---

**ECSM SEAT WITH SPLIT GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND HPS FOREGRIP**

**ORDER LIST**
1 ea. ECSM 16 OR 17
1 ea. HPS16 OR 17N
1 ea. FGS25C OR 27C
1 ea. BGA95RC
1 ea. BGK485RC or BGS65RC (Extended)
2 ea. AWC
IPSM (IPSSD Deluxe) Reel Seats: DOWNLocking Solid Grip Spinning

IPSM is a stylish, downlocking spinning seat, available in sizes 16 only. An excellent choice for Light to Medium Light spinning rods. Can be adapted with optional trigger to a casting rod (Part IPS16/TR)

NOTE: The letter "C" at the end of the stock number indicates a cork grip, substitute "E" for identical part in EVA. Ex: BGK485E = EVA

---

IPSM SEAT WITH TRADITIONAL METAL HOOD AND SOLID GRIP, NO FOREGRIP, SIZE 16

ORDER LIST
1 ea...IPSM(or IPSSD)16
1 ea...BGS8514C
1 ea...ERC23
2 ea...NSA16
1 ea...WCS 16

IPSM16 = Frosted Hood • IPSM16/G = Gunsmoke Hood • IPSM16/B = Black Hood

---

IPSM SEAT GRAPHITE/NYLON NUT AND HOOD, SOLID GRIP NO FOREGRIP, SIZE 16

ORDER LIST
1 ea...IPSM(or IPSSD)16/B
1 ea...BGS8514C (spin)
1 ea...ERC23
2 ea...NSA16
1 ea...WCS 16

---

IPSM SEAT WITH SOLID GRIP AND UNIVERSAL FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea...IPSM(or IPSSD)16
1 ea...BGS8514C (spin)
1 ea...ERC23
2 ea...NSA16
1 ea...AWC 16

---

IPSM SEAT WITH SOLID GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND KDPS FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea...IPSM(or IPSSD)16/B
1 ea...BGS8514C
1 ea...ERC23
1 ea...KDPS16ASH
1 ea...FGK25RC
2 ea...NSA16
1 ea...ERC23

---

IPSM SEAT WITH SOLID GRIP, HIDDEN THREAD AND HPS FOREGRIP

ORDER LIST
1 ea...IPSM(or IPSSD)16/B
1 ea...BGS8514C (spin)
1 ea...ERC23
1 ea...HPS16N
1 ea...FGH25C
2 ea...NSA16
For casting: BGC8514C & IPS16/TR

---

IPSM SEAT WITH ADAPTER CORK

ORDER LIST
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

Plus Parts to complete

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C

---

Order List
1 ea...IPSM16/B
1 ea...BGS25C